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Abstract

Recent years have witnessed an explosive growth in mobile video⁃based services and efficient and reliable video delivery draws
more and more attention. As a type of rateless codes, fountain codes can automatically adapt to wireless channel conditions with⁃
out any knowledge of channels. This paper provides an overview of several typical Forward Error Correction (FEC) codes, such as
Reed⁃Solomon (RS) code, Tornado code, Luby⁃Transform (LT) code, and Raptor code. We focus on a novel delay⁃aware fountain
coding (DAF) technique that maximizes the code word length under the constraint of a given delay. Based on DAF, this paper also
presents Unequal Error Protection DAF (UEP⁃DAF) which improves the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) without additional co⁃
ordination between the encoder and the decoder, as well as Model Predictive Control DAF (MPC⁃DAF) which reduces the compu⁃
tational complexity to an affordable level for real⁃time video communications. Moreover, we review video streaming technologies,
then introduce Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) and DASH over Multiple Content Distribution Servers (MCDS⁃
DASH) in detail. Based on MCDS⁃DASH that adapts video bitrate at the block level to alleviate video fluctuation, we propose a
novel approach to integrating fountain codes with MCDS⁃DASH, which is capable of achieving unprecedented high throughput.
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D
1 Introduction

uring the past few years, mobile video⁃based ser⁃
vices have witnessed an explosive growth, such as
YouTube, FaceTime, and WeChat, with the popu⁃
larity of smart mobile devices as well as the evolu⁃

tion of 3G, Long Term Evolution (LTE), Wi⁃Fi and other com⁃
munication technologies. It is also expected that traffic from
virtual reality (VR), augmented reality (AR), 3D games, surveil⁃
lance video, vehicle networking and drone video will increase
significantly in the near future. However, the problems includ⁃
ing packet loss and insufficient bandwidth easily deteriorate in
even higher demanding video applications due
to the stochastic nature of wireless channels. As
a result, how to deliver low latency and high
quality video over wireless networks poses an
unprecedented challenges for both academia
and industry.

Erasure codes (Fig. 1), such as Reed ⁃ Solo⁃
mon (RS) code proposed first by Reed and Solo⁃
mon in 1960 and Tornado code that Luby et al.
put forward in 1997, are comparatively powerful

in error correction for data transmission over network. Never⁃
theless, they are not suitable for wireless transmission due to
high co⁃decoding complexity. In addition, some fixed code rate
must be chosen when the encoding begins, which could also
lead to bandwidth waste if the erasure rate is overestimated,
otherwise poor video quality.

Luby, Byers, et al. first presented the concept of digital foun⁃
tain (DF) in 1998 for large⁃scale data distribution services and
reliable broadcast/multicast services. In this concept, the num⁃
ber of encoded symbols that can be generated from the source
data is potentially limitless and the code rate can automatically
adapt to wireless environment without assuming any knowl⁃

LT: Luby⁃Transform

▲Figure 1. Development of typical erasure codes.
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edge of channels.
In 2002, Luby further proposed the first practical DF codes,

Luby⁃Transform (LT) code [1]. Although the LT code exhibits
excellent efficiency compared to traditional erasure codes, the
shortcomings are obvious: decoding cannot be successful only
until all the source packets are recovered; the decoding com⁃
plexity of LT code is linear logarithmic order O (k log k), k is
the number of source symbols.

In 2006, Shokrollahi put forward the most effective DF code,
Raptor code, which was obtained by concatenating a high rate
low⁃density parity⁃check (LDPC) code with an LT code of con⁃
stant average degree distribution [2]. The Raptor code exhibits
linear co ⁃ decoding time while still keeping low coding over⁃
head. More importantly, it has been employed in the Digital
Video Broadcasting—Handheld (DVB⁃H) for IP Datacast (IP⁃
DC) and the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) stan⁃
dard for multimedia broadcast multicast services (MBMS) [3].

Internet video streaming services have also witnessed a tre⁃
mendous growth with the evolution of Internet and the populari⁃
ty of mobile intelligent devices. Traditional Real⁃Time Trans⁃
port Protocol/Real Time Stream Protocol (RTP/RTSP) has in⁃
creasingly become unable to answer the demand for the follow⁃
ing reasons: high deployment cost, indispensable stream ses⁃
sion management, exceedingly difficult traversing restrictive
network address translators and firewalls, as well as not sup⁃
ported by prevalent content delivery networks (CDN).

Advanced streaming media technologies are urgently need⁃
ed to solve the aforementioned problems. HTTP⁃based dynam⁃
ic adaptive streaming media technology emerges as the times
require, and has already developed rapidly.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 brief⁃
ly describes block coding and sliding window coding, and intro⁃
duces delay⁃aware fountain coding (DAF) in detail. Section 3
presents Unequal Error Protection DAF (UEP⁃DAF) and Mod⁃
el Predictive Control DAF (MPC⁃DAF) based on DAF. Section
4 reviews Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH)
and proposes our novel scheme. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Delay⁃Aware Fountain Codes
Fountain codes are widely used in network transmission,

such as reliable multicast, multi ⁃ source parallel downloading
and distributed storage. However, if a video streaming file is
delivered with conventional fountain codes, it cannot be dis⁃
played until the entire file is successfully decoded. Unfortu⁃
nately, video streaming is of timeliness that means the time in⁃
terval of video generation and display must not exceed a cer⁃
tain threshold. In addition, due to limited memory capabilities,
receiver devices may also impose some restrictions on the re⁃
ceiving time of frames.
2.1 Block and Sliding Window Coding

The most direct solution to transmit video streaming with

fountain codes is to partition video streams into blocks (Fig.
2), and then encode and transmit them sequentially. In [3], Ah⁃
mad et al. present a block coding design of fountain codes for
video transmission. Considering the playback delay, the small⁃
er the block size is, the shorter it is, however, from the fountain
code point of view, the larger the block size, the lower the cod⁃
ing overhead and the higher the coding efficiency.

In [4], Bogino et al. proposed a sliding window approach to
segment the source data, leaving some overlaps between suc⁃
cessive steps, as shown in Fig. 3. Consequently, decoded pack⁃
ets in one window are valuable for decoding the coded packets
of subsequent windows. The sliding window scheme virtually
extends the size of source block with respect to the non⁃over⁃
lap block coding, thereby obtains a higher co ⁃ decoding effi⁃
ciency with the overhead decrease. In addition, expanding win⁃
dow was presented in [5]. In the aforementioned three
schemes, the block size is fixed in block coding, virtually ex⁃
tended in the sliding window, and kept growing in expanding
window.
2.2 Delay⁃Aware Fountain Codes

In 1977, Elience first proposed the joint source channel cod⁃
ing scheme to enhance the overall performance of the commu⁃
nication system. Although numerous studies on joint fountain
codes and video coding have also been done, such as [3], [4],
[5], and [6], they have a common shortcoming that is to divide
the video streaming into blocks with the fixed number of pack⁃
ets without considering the video content characteristics. Ac⁃
cordingly, the same frame is probably divided into different
blocks, which has a negative impact on the decoding of com⁃
pressed video stream. Moreover, due to the fluctuation of video
bit rate (Fig. 4), each packet⁃based block may contain differ⁃
ent number of frames and the resulting video jitter increases as
a result of the varying latency.

As is known to all that the concepts relevant to time in video
sequence can be measured with number of frames. Consequent⁃
ly, different from the existing sliding window schemes, Sun,
Wu et al. [7] innovatively proposed to establish the sliding win⁃
dow with the fixed number of frames to provide the much de⁃
sired delay awareness in video streaming, namely DAF. In this
way, the code word length can be maximized under the condi⁃
tion of limited delay, so as to achieve higher coding gain. In ad⁃
dition, a low⁃complexity online version DAF⁃L was also pro⁃
posed, adopting only one parameter- slope factor to quantify
the sampling distributions.

Design of degree distribution has a critical influence on the
decoding performance of fountain codes, and optimization of
degree distribution functions has been done in certain litera⁃
tures, such as [1]. It is worth noting that in fountain codes the
more uniform the sampling distribution of the source packets,
the higher the coding efficiency [7]. As a result, we proposed
the strategy of window ⁃wise sampling which dynamically ad⁃
justs each window sampling mode according to the fluctuation
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of video bit rate.
ASP(t) = ∑

ω ∈ all windows covert
p
pkt

ω (t)， (1)
where p

pkt

ω (t) denotes the average sampling probability of each
packet in frame t within window ω. ASP(t) denotes the totalprobability of every packet in frame t accumulated through all
the sliding windows covering that frame. The objective func⁃
tion of the major optimization process in DAF is to minimize
the variance of the accumulated sampling possibility ASP(t)
as in (1).

Fig. 5 shows the experiments, where the code rate is defined
using the ratio of total number of native packets to total num⁃

ber of coded packets, and IDR denotes in⁃time
decoding ratio, prove that this scheme has
higher video quality than existing schemes
with low delay and constant data rate.

3 UEP⁃DAF and MPC⁃DAF
All the video data has been assumed of the

same importance in DAF, in order to further
enhance the practical applicability, we pro⁃
pose a method to integrate UEP into DAF.
3.1 UEP⁃DAF

The aforementioned schemes are all based
on the assumption that all the data has the
same importance. However, the importance of
different levels for video stream could be re⁃
flected in the following aspects, such as pic⁃
ture types, data types, position of the frame in
a group of pictures (GOP), layers in scalable
video coding (SVC), and picture content [8].
Fountain codes with equal error protection
(EEP) are obviously inefficient, especially in
the case of video delivery over wireless chan⁃
nel, the bandwidth of which is more often in⁃
sufficient and decoding all packets with equal
chance sometimes could induce suboptimal
quality.

In recent years, fountain codes with un⁃
equal error protection (UEP) characteristics
have attracted extensive attentions. In 2005,
Rahnavard and Fekri suggested for the first
time UEP⁃based fountain codes [9] which prin⁃
ciple was to encode data by a method of adopt⁃
ing different degree distribution according to
unequal importance. In [5] and [6], Sejdinovic
and Vukobratovic proposed an approach of ex⁃
panding window fountain codes, in which all
windows had the same starting position and
packets in each window must be a subset of

the subsequent window (Fig. 6), so packets in the innermost
window had the highest sampling probability. In order to
achieve high efficient transmission of data in multiple source
relay channels, Talari et al. presented a distributed unequal er⁃
ror protection fountain codes [10] to meet the requirements of
different terminals. Ahmad, Hamzaoui et al. divided video
source data block into several segments, and then duplicated
them according to the protection factors to obtain a new block
[11], as shown as in Fig. 7, where Mib denotes most important
bits, and Lib denotes least important bits.

The aforementioned UEP ⁃ based schemes can improve re⁃
markably the peak signal⁃to⁃noise ratio (PSNR) without the bit
rate increasing. Nevertheless, they all have an unfavorable

▲Figure 2. Block coding.

▲Figure 3. Sliding window coding.

▲Figure 4. Common intermediate format (CIF) sequence foreman.
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problem which is the encoder needs to send importance de⁃
scription information to the decoder. Whether coordinating be⁃
tween encoder and decoder beforehand or explicit transmission
in the packet headers, the resulting overhead will increase the
possibility of packet loss.

In [8], Sun, Wu et al. proposed a novel scheme UEP⁃DAF to
apply UEP to video communication applications based on delay⁃
aware fountain codes. The proposed scheme does not need ad⁃
ditional coordination between encoder and decoder; besides,
the frame ⁃ level importance profile may be specified in ad⁃

vance. Simulation experiments show that com⁃
pared to the result of DAF, UEP ⁃ DAF allo⁃
cates higher sampling probability to the frames
in the front of a GOP than that in the back
(Fig. 8) where ASP denotes the accumulated
sampling possibility. Consequently, the pro⁃
posed system achieves higher decoding ratios
and PSNR compared to EEP under the same
network conditions.
3.2 MPC⁃DAF

DAF based on delay ⁃ aware sliding window
and window ⁃ wise sampling, takes full advan⁃
tage of channel⁃adaptive rateless feature, effec⁃
tive delay control and optimal sampling pat⁃
tern, therefore it outperforms the other existing
schemes. However, high computational com⁃
plexity induced by the per ⁃ window optimiza⁃
tion of sampling pattern and that the bit rate in⁃
formation of all frames needs to be obtained in
advance, prevent its applications in live video
streaming. The encoding computational com⁃
plexity of DAF is O( )( )(T ⋅W)/Δt2 3 , where T d⁃
enotes video length, W denotes sliding window
size, and Δt denotes step size. The detailed de⁃
duction can be found in [7]. Although the per⁃
formance of low ⁃ complexity DAF⁃L proposed
in [7] is higher than that of many other existing

schemes, compared to DAF the gap is still significant, especial⁃
ly when packet loss is relatively serious.

DAF⁃M based on the Model Predictive Control (MPC) was
proposed in [12], which is an online optimization algorithm
with a lower computational complexity with respect to DAF,
but higher performance compared to DAF ⁃L. More details of
MPC⁃DAF code can be found in [12]. As a result, the computa⁃
tional complexity is lowered to an affordable level for real⁃time
video communications. Moreover, the results of simulation ex⁃
periments show that the decoding ratio of DAF⁃M is close to
the global optimum in DAF codes [12].

4 MCDS⁃DASH Based on Fountain Codes
HTTP⁃based incremental download technology, overcoming

the aforementioned problems, has become widespread, includ⁃
ing Adobe’s flash player, Microsoft Corp.’s Silverlight and
windows media player, etc. However, it is inevitable that video
playback interruption and video quality degradation occur as a
result of the constantly changing network bandwidth, especial⁃
ly for the stochastic wireless networks.
4.1 MPEG⁃DASH

New generation streaming media technology, so ⁃ called the

▲Figure 5. IDR vs. the code rate of four window schemes.

Lib: least important bits Mib: most important bits

DAF: Delay⁃Aware Fountain Codes
DAF⁃L: Low Complexity Version of DAF

IDR: In⁃time Decoding Ratio
S⁃LT:Sliding Window Luby⁃Transform Code

▲Figure 6. Expanding window coding.

▲Figure 7. UEP by duplicating Mib packets.
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adaptive streaming media scheme, becomes more and more
popular, because it can provide users with real ⁃ time, smooth
and high quality streaming service [13]. Meanwhile, numerous
HTTP adaptive streaming schemes were also proposed, includ⁃
ing HTTP Live Streaming (HLS) from Apple Corp., Smooth
Streaming (SS) from Microsoft Corp. and HTTP Dynamic
Streaming (HDS) from Adobe Corp. However, the diversity of
different streaming media service solutions brings about a
large number of compatibility issues, which increases the diffi⁃
culty of system maintenance.

DASH, also known as MPEG⁃DASH, is the first internation⁃
al standard of HTTP⁃based adaptive streaming media solution.
Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) issued a call for propos⁃
al for an HTTP streaming standard in April 2009, then started
the evaluation of the submitted fifteen full proposals since July
2009. The DASH international standard draft was completed
in January 2011 and became the international standard in No⁃
vember 2011. In April 2012, the international standard of
DASH with ISO/IEC 23009 ⁃ 1 was officially promulgated.
Since then DASH has been widely adopted for providing unin⁃
terrupted video streaming service to users with dynamic net⁃
work conditions and heterogeneous devices [14], [15].

Media presentation description (MPD) is a manifest file of
encoding information defined by DASH server, including the
descriptions of time ⁃ based periods, representations based on
the bit rate, frame rates and resolutions, as well as video data
segments. The DASH client is capable of choosing to download
and display the most appropriate video segment according to
the network conditions and the receiver buffer state.

Adaptive bit stream switching algorithm, as the core technol⁃
ogy, has always been the most critical factor affecting the effi⁃
ciency of DASH. An efficient rate adaptation algorithm should

prevent frequent hopping between video bitrates, as well as fre⁃
quent interruptions or non⁃optimal visual quality due to higher
or lower than the available bandwidth.

In [16], Ojanper et al. proposed an adaptive network aided
method for adaptive HTTP video stream based on cognitive net⁃
work management architecture and distributed control. Müller
et al. proposed an improved DASH implementation employing
scalable video coding (SVC), which was suitable for mobile ap⁃
plications with large bandwidth variations [17]. Besides, a new
model predictive control algorithm to optimize the throughput
and buffer occupancy information was also proposed in [18].
4.2 DASH over Multiple Content Distribution Servers

(MCDS⁃DASH)
Generally traditional DASH is based on single server, so no

matter how excellent adaptation algorithm is adopted, all ef⁃
forts seem helpless once the server is unreachable or even
down. In order to improve the bandwidth and stability of the
transmission, a parallel download technology based on MCDS
was proposed in [19].

MCDS⁃DASH deploys DASH over multiple servers; thereby
the same content can be available at multiple URLs concur⁃
rently and the DASH client can obtain video segments at the
maximum bandwidth from the optimal server. Compared with
the single server node, MCDS can obviously provide higher
bandwidth, reliability and scalability.

However, rate adaption control becomes a more challenging
problem in MCDS ⁃ DASH. Because if it adapts video bitrate
still at the segment level as traditional methods do, frequent
video bitrate switching would occur due to diverse bandwidths
over multiple heterogeneous servers. In that case, viewing ex⁃
perience of users will decline dramatically [20]. Moreover, dis⁃
order downloading of video segments from different servers
and the compulsory requirements of playback according to the
correct order would cause additional delay.

In [19], Chao Zhou et al. presented to group multiple seg⁃
ments into a block and adapt video bitrate at the block level
rather than at the segment level to alleviate the video fluctua⁃
tion. Furthermore, downloading each segment according to the
playback deadline was also proposed.
4.3 MCDS⁃DASH Based on Fountain Codes

Bitrate smoothness and bandwidth utilization are a couple of
contradictions due to the inherent bandwidth variations in
MCDS⁃DASH. Although the scheme proposed in [19] adapting
video bitrate at the block level alleviates actually the video
drastic fluctuation, this is at the expense of lower bandwidth
utilization.

The order of video segments download completion may not
be in accordance with the one you assume based on the current
network status, especially in stochastic wireless networks,
which would cause additional delay. In fact, the approaches
mentioned in [19] are not completely parallel, because the serv⁃

▲Figure 8. ASP of three sampling schemes.
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ers having completed download will keep idle in one block
unit, which actually is a waste of bandwidth resources.

Nevertheless, the block⁃based scheme prompts us an innova⁃
tive inspiration to employ fountain codes in MCDS⁃DASH. In
this scheme, we code video streaming files by a method of
adopting fountain codes, then send the coded packets to the
MCDS. In that sense DASH clients need not care about how
many packets downloaded from each specific DASH server,
and as long as the number of received packet reaches the
threshold, the video streaming file can be decoded successful⁃
ly. In that sense our novel scheme can achieve actually paral⁃
lel download.

5 Conclusions
In this paper we presented an overview of several typical

FEC codes, and focused on the state⁃of⁃the⁃art fountain codes
DAF as well as its extended UEP⁃DAF and MPC⁃DAF. We al⁃
so did research on respective advantages, disadvantages, suit⁃
able application scenarios etc. Furthermore, we reviewed the
development of video streaming technologies, and paid a spe⁃
cial attention to both DASH and MCDS ⁃DASH in this work.
Based on grouping multiple segments into a block and adapt⁃
ing video bitrate at the block level in MCDS⁃DASH, we put for⁃
ward an innovative scheme which is able to integrate fountain
codes with MCDS⁃DASH. Our scheme is capable of achieving
unprecedented high throughput when multiple servers exert
best efforts to transmit the same video file to clients.
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